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Introduces a program for treating prostate cancer in a therapeutic approach that integrates
conventional and alternative medical treatments and incorporates such supplements as plant
sterols, lycopene, fish oil, and other cancer-fighting compounds.
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Dr. Jesse Stoff does an outstanding job writing this book. I've had friends that have been patients of
Dr. Stoff and they are all in remission or on the road to health. The unique thing about this book is
that it gives the exact protocals of what he does in his practice, what products, therapies, stress
management, etc. In fact this book could be used for anyone with any type of cancer, weakened
immune system or auto-immune system problem. The only time it wouldn't involve any type of
health concern is Chapter 8 since it relates to the male hormone.I have been in the nutrition industry
for 10 years now and am the Wellness Director and Nutriceutical Specialist for The Institute of
Anti-Aging and Longevity, and this is the first time I have read a book that lists a balance of
therapies, not a magic bullet, that will help the body heal itself if given the right nutrients and the
elimination of stress and toxins. I am happy to see the the emphasis of PC SPES and AIDBCWE (or
AiE10) as part of the therapy for prostate cancer. These little known substances have shown great
promise in the treatment of cancer. We offer the AIDBCWE/AiE10 from Body Wise as mentioned in
the book, and it definitely increases the activity of Natural Killer Cells designed to take out malignant
cells.The other unique thing about the book is that Dr. Stoff lists all the sources of where to get

products and the laboratories he uses for diagnostics. This is a valuable asset.My favorite Chapters
are 6 and 7 because it relates to how the body can heal itself if the immune system is intact. Dr.
Stoff's motto, "Learn how to get well and stay well" is what this book is all about. I highly recommend
this book, his therapies and becoming a patient of Dr. Stoff if necessary. Dr. Stoff is one of God's
miracles on the planet in helping people become well.We host lectures with Dr. Stoff with our
institution on a regular basis, if anyone would like to attend a live lecture or live educational
conference call with Dr. Jesse Stoff, just email me.

The amazing Dr stoff has done it again, revealing therapies that strengthen the immune sysytem
which in turn can save your life. AiE10 and pc spes just two of the remarkable solutions to better
prostate health! Stoff has shown how every challenged male can have vibrant health into his later
years. Perhaps now prostate cancer and other immune disorders can be reversed and statistics can
now begin to go the other way. This is a must read for all who desire health and longevity.

Jesse Stoff describes a broad approach to the treatment of prostate cancer. In fact, it is the most
comprehensive prescription for an alternative treatment of prostate cancer that I have ever
encountered. The main ingredient emphasized is PC SPES but that is not viewed so much as a
'silver bullet' as it is a necessary part of a multi-faceted attack on the disease.Stoff writes from the
perspective of one who personally treats prostate cancer patients in his medical practice. If this
book has a weakness, it is that the reader is given so much information it may lead to some
confusion.

The authors describe a comprehensive approach to the treatment of prostate cancer. Much
emphasis is placed on the importance of PC SPES as a necessary ingredient in a multi-faceted
attack on the disease.Unfortunately the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) warned
consumers last year to cease taking PC SPES because it contained undeclared prescription drug
ingredients. The manufacturer of the product has since gone out of business.Although THE
PROSTATE MIRACLE includes much useful information, the apparent demise of PC SPES seems
to greatly diminish the usefulness of this book.

Jesse Stoff outlines a method for treating diseases where poor immune function has lead to issues.
His use of NK cell activity tests to monitor treatment progress, immune system function and
recovery sets him apart from the vast majority of "alternative medicine" writers as well as most

medical doctors. This feedback loop of treatment, immune function measurement, treatment...is
actually missing from most courses of treatment, conventional or "alternative". Think of the people
you know who have had cancer treatment. 1) diagnosis. 2) radiation/chemo 3) scans - cancer is
"undetectable" , treatment was successful. 4) go home. Long term survival requires good immune
system functionality. This is an exercise normally left up to the patient, without advice from the
organization treating the cancer. Is it any wonder that after item 4) we expect 5) eventual
recurrence?The best place to start on this book is the flow chart (algorithm) in the Appendix, it
summarizes the approach.

Old book ..2000 ..the suggested supplement PC SPES is pulled from the market !!I made a mistake
to order this book..sorry

Great information on prostate problems. Don't believe everything your doctor tells(taught in school)
you. There are alternatives.

I purchased this book for my husband. Recommend for any man before doing hormone therapy. It's
a real eye opener.
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